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Virus and Bacterie Filtration.
Bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE) ≥ 98%
Effectively filters virus-sized particles.
The product is single use. If reused performance of
product may deteriorate, cross contamination may
occur.

Nano Fiber MASK B
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Medical face mask with nanofiber filter, with ties, 4-layers, nsterile.

Nano Fiber MASK A

Protect the enviroment against the spread of
the viral or bacterial infection by filter function of
mask material.

Medical face mask with nanofiber filter, with ties,
4-layers, nsterile.
Protect the enviroment against the spread of
the viral or bacterial infection by filter function of
mask material.

Virus and Bacterie Filtration.
Bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE) ≥ 98%
Effectively filters virus-sized particles.
The product is single use. If reused performance of
product may deteriorate, cross contamination may
occur.
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of highly sophisticated surgical drapes and sets
made according to customers´ specific requirements.
Surgical drapes, gowns and small sets are packed
on automatic line and sterilised in ETO chamber
in DINA-HITEX premises, which fastens the production time. Sterile products are delivered to final
users, non-sterile are usually manufactured for B2B
contracts.
DINA-HITEX with its wide range of products is thus
competent to cover the whole spectrum of medical
specialities.
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DINA-HITEX is an established producer and distributor of medical disposable products based in
Bučovice (South Moravia).
The production nowadays concentrates on
surgical gowns supplied both sterile and
non-sterile, protective clothing for hospital
staff, three-layer face masks and others. The
used non-woven materials are breathable and
comfortable and it assures necessary protection against liquid leakage and transmission
of infection. Three-layer face mask material is enriched with silver that assures better anti-bacterial
protection.
Further to this, the main key programme still
remains the development and production
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